
Why you need the Bionic Band®
Every day your body is bombarded by thousands of frequencies from hidden pollution that you can’t hear,smell, touch, taste, or feel. This pollution is caused by cell phones, computers, televisions, microwaves,household appliances, external and internal power lines, etc. These frequencies cause the protons in yourbody to spin in different directions, which makes them vibrate and become weaker and unbalanced.
How it works
What makes the Bionic Band® different is “Proton Alignment Resonance Technology™” (P.A.R.T).Perfect World Solutions, Inc. has a stateoftheart machine that aligns all the protons in their products tospin (or resonate) in the same direction.

Some of the results that have been submitted by userswearing the Bionic Band® are an increase in Balance,Strength, Coordination, and Energy.
Additional benefits for thousands of people have been as an aid in quality of sleep, less stress, andreduction or elimination of PAIN: Arthritis, Back Aches, Muscular, Carpal Tunnel, Fibromyalgia,Fatigue, Tendonitis, Migraines, Poor Circulation, Tennis Elbow & much more.

Dr. Gordon Pedersen PhD. is an internationally renowned scientistand the man behind the science of the incredible Bionic Band®.

Results may vary from person to person based on the imbalance & condition. This information has not been evaluated by
the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health. For frequency
self-education & research purpose only. Please seek professional help for health issues.

In simplified terms, when the BionicBand® comes intocontact with your skin, it causes all the protons in yourbody to resonate in harmony with each other instead ofagainst each other. The Bionic Band® acts as a singlefrequency that overrides all other frequencies and allowsthe protons to work in unison.
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